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Bookings at: 

www.scsc.uk/events 

This seminar is an 

opportunity to learn 

about HF and safety 

from industry experts in 

the area. Each speaker 

brings a different and 

valuable perspective on 

the subject. 

It is aimed at those 

starting work in HF, 

those whose projects 

have HF element where 

awareness is needed, or 

those who need a 

refresher on the subject. 

Details at: www.scsc.uk 

 

 

THE SAFETY-CRITICAL SYSTEMS CLUB 

Tutorial: An Introduction to Human Factors 

27th September 2018, Hilton London Euston, London WC1H 0HT 

This introductory tutorial gives delegates an overview of Human 

Factors (HF) in a safety context. It features talks from: Jocelyn Clark 

(NATS), Ben McCaulder (GSB) and Nicole Saunders (Osprey CSL), 

plus a Q&A session chaired by Rebecca Canham (GSB). 

Jocelyn will cover the basic principles behind enhancing human 

capability and managing human limitations using real-life examples 

and practice. Noting that people are the most adaptable component 

of any system but are prone to mistakes; understanding how these 

mistakes happen can help to prevent them and/or reduce the effect 

on safety. 

Ben’s talk gives an overview of HF by exploring three core factors 

influencing human performance and behaviour: the job, the 

individual and the organisation. Industry examples will be used to 

highlight what happens when organisations fail to provide 

consideration of HF in safety-critical/high-hazard work, as well as 

positive examples. He will explain how HF is relevant to roles and 

can support the design of work tasks, environments and equipment, 

cognitive processing and decision making, and interactions with the 

systems around them. 

Nicole will cover an HF approach to learning lessons from incidents 

and accidents. Defence aviation investigations aim to identify 

lessons and recommendations to make reoccurrence less likely.  The 

emphasis is less on blame or culpability, more on maximising the 

learning and reinforcing a Just Culture. The investigation considers 

wider factors for a more holistic, system-wide view including human 

factors.  A Just Culture environment encourages participation by 

individuals; benefits include greater inclusion and diversity of 

thought in problem-solving and decision-making, enhancing risk 

management and organisational resilience. Recent examples from 

HF investigations are discussed. 

Cost and registration: Club members: £195, including lunch and refreshments (no VAT). Non-members additional £95 for 
Club membership.  Students/retired and those under 26: £99, which includes free membership for one year. Joining instructions 

and the programme will be sent to delegates before the event. Delegates must book their own accommodation (if required). 

Safety-Critical Systems Club: I would like to attend the tutorial on September 27th, 2018 

Name ............................................................................................................ Organisation ..................................................................................  

Address ..............................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Telephone ...................................................................... Email ..............................................................................................Vegetarian:  Yes/No 

❑  I am not an SCSC member, so need to join and pay £290 ❑  Existing SCSC member rate £195 ❑  Student rate £99 

To pay by cheque, please enclose a cheque payable to:  University of York 

To pay by credit card, please complete the following:  ❑  MasterCard   ❑  Visa    ❑  American Express 

Name on card .....................................................  Card number ..........................................   

Amount to be charged .........................................  Expiry date ............................................  Security No  

Cardholder’s Address ..............................................................................................................................  

Booking and payments can be made at: www.scsc.uk/events  Alternatively return this slip and payment to:   Alex King, Dept. of 

Computer Science, University of York, Deramore Lane, York, YO10 5GH. Phone: 01904 325402, Email: alex.king@scsc.uk 
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Please provide security 

number by telephone. 

http://www.scsc.uk/events
mailto:alex.king@scsc.uk


 

 

An Introduction to Human Factors 

27th September 2018 

27th September 2018, Hilton London Euston, London WC1H 0HT    

Programme 

09:00 Registration and coffee 

09:25 Introduction  

09:30 Jocelyn Clark 

NATS 

Session 1: Basic Principles 

10:15 Jocelyn Clark 

NATS  

Session 1: Part 2 

11:00 Coffee  

11:30 SCSC Update   

11:35 Ben McCaulder 

Greenstreet Berman Ltd 
Session 2:  An overview of HF by exploring three core 

factors influencing human performance and behaviour 

12:20 Lunch  

13:20 Ben McCaulder 

Greenstreet Berman Ltd 

Session 2: Part 2 

14:05 Nicole Saunders 

Osprey CSL 

Session 3:  An HF approach to learning lessons from 

incidents and accidents 

14:50 Tea  

15:20 Nicole Saunders 

Osprey CSL 

Session 3: Part 2 

16:05 Rebecca Canham  

Greenstreet Berman Ltd 

Q&A: A wrap-up session giving delegates a chance to 

ask further questions. 

16:35 Close and opportunities for networking 


